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"With a sound comparable to acts like A Perfect Circle, Dredg, and Tool not to mention plenty of their own

original style, Cire is destined to go places. This is a great album and highly recommended." -

DecoyMusic.com 12 MP3 Songs ROCK: Progressive Rock, ROCK: Psychedelic Details: Cire is

guitar-driven, intelligent rock that has been described as combining the odd rhythms of Tool, the soulful

improvisation of Gov't Mule, and the hi-fi production of Nine Inch Nails. The contemplative vocals of

creator Eric Johanson often explore philosophical and scientific worldviews stemming from his interest in

evolutionary psychology and politics. Cire has recently released its second CD, Adrenological. Eric cut his

musical teeth playing guitar and recording his own original rock projects by the ripe old age of 12. At 13

he was assisting in a commercial recording studio, learning the production and mixing techniques that

would ultimately lead to the evolution of Cire's brand of progressive psychedelic rock. Johanson

seamlessly blends technology with the soulful musicianship that he honed while playing blues and rock

guitar for years in clubs and festivals throughout the Southeast. After a year long stint on famed Beale

Street in Memphis (1999), where Eric performed with blues legends such as James Cotton, and

comedian/actor Eddie Griffin, Eric was named #3 out of the Top 10 Memphis blues attractions by the

Kansas City Blues News. Feeling the ever-present itch for experimentation, Eric left his blues projects

and started writing lyrics and music for his own entity, Cire. Johanson moved back to New Orleans where

he built his own studio to record, produce, engineer, and play the lion's share of the instrumentation on

Cire's debut CD, Pleasure Is Our Enemy. After the release of Pleasure Is Our Enemy, Eric joined forces

with Doug Gay, a seasoned jazz/funk/rock drummer from Baton Rouge, LA. Cire's sound immediately

appealed to Doug, who went on to lay down the incredibly conceptual drum tracks on Cire's 2nd CD,

Adrenological. Adrenological is a brain-tingling experience that far surpasses Cire's first release in both

beauty and intensity. Intricate rhythms, contemplative melodies, and psychological explorations form the

basis of Adrenological. Visit Cire.tv for more info. See also: Emptyself - Eric's acoustic/trip-hop/rock entity.

cdbaby.com/emptyself emptyself.com
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